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Official Newsletter of the U of R Psychology Students Association

Welcome back! We hope you managed to
stay safe and get some relaxation in over
the break. After a very busy semester
learning how best to interact with and
support our student community, we’re
back for what will surely be a very
interesting semester. Last term the PSA
spent its time building a new foundation
and learning about what psych students
care  about,  need,  and   want   to   work

together to build. This was a challenge in a remote situation, but the
work we did will provide a great place to begin this term. Our three
main programming initiatives this semester include: The second of
two trial Peer-to-Peer program periods drawing on feedback from the
first trial, the establishment of a psych research reading group, and a
new textbook microgrant initiative for psych majors. These three
programs fall in line with our values of growth, opportunity, and
support. We can’t wait to work together with you. Please do not
hesitate to reach out to us through social media or join us in the
Psych Lounges. The PSA is your student organization, so engage with
us and make it one you can be proud of.

Shae Sackman
President, U of R Psychology Students Association
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SO YOU WANT TO BE A
PSYCHOLOGIST
by Hugh McCall, MA Clinical Psychology 

Toward the end of my second year of university, I decided that I was

going to become a psychologist. I took my first psych course that

summer and felt confident I was on the right track. I had good grades,

plenty of time, and no idea what I was getting myself into.

It wasn’t until the end of my third year that I began planning my career

after undergrad, and it was difficult to plan effectively, because I

didn’t know where to look for information. At the beginning of my

fourth year, I still thought I had lots of time. I didn’t know that

applications for most clinical psychology programs are due in mid-

December and that I would have to write the Graduate Record Exam

(GRE) before applying. Against my better judgement, I went for it,

writing the GRE three weeks after learning of its existence—which I

wouldn’t recommend—and winging the rest of the application process.

I managed to cobble together several applications, and I got one

interview, which went poorly. Overall, the process felt rushed,

confusing, and stressful because I was unprepared.

Although my first round of applications was a flop, it was helpful,

because I knew what to expect when I applied again the following year.

After graduating, I found a job in a group home for disadvantaged

youth and kept conducting research on the side. I rewrote the GRE,

contacted potential supervisors early, and took my time writing my

application essays. My second round of applications went better than

my first, and it was a much less stressful experience too. I interviewed

at a few universities and, ultimately, accepted an offer at the U of R.

Looking back, I’m surprised I didn’t start planning my career earlier in

my undergrad, but then, I didn’t know where to start, and I had no idea

that admissions were as competitive as they are. Through a

combination of hard work and good luck, I got into a clinical psych

program, but I could just as easily have failed to do so. If I had more

information earlier, it would have given me a significant edge and

saved me a lot of unnecessary stress. I’d therefore encourage anyone

considering becoming a psychologist to start planning early. Research

grad programs and admission requirements at various universities.

Look for workshops and info sessions on grad school applications and

careers in psych. Good luck!
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W A N T  T O  C O N T R I B U T E ?

We accept all
submissions, however, we
reserve the right to edit
for clarity and length.
Send submissions to:
internal@ureginapsa.org
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HUGH'S FINAL TIP!
Make sure you have good
reasons to become a
psychologist. Applying to
grad school in psych is a
lot of work, and I can
assure you that the work
hardly stops once you’re
there. So do some soul
searching and make sure
you’re in it for the long
haul and you’ve got the
motivation you’ll need to
get through.
For an extended version
of Hugh's piece click here.

https://ureginapsa.org/want-to-become-a-psychologist-have-a-plan?fbclid=IwAR3B2_x1kYVAJXBj3cVA8_hD1QxF5lEyUZvyDw3pF5bXzWd6sS2uAioEkOc


As students and workers, we are in this mind frame where we continuously

run ourselves ragged.  The real ity is ,  i t  can be diff icult  not to when the 

format for everything involves screen use. Personally, I have noticed that 

I keep getting headaches, eye strain, and become mentally drained much

quicker. I  also fall  short to taking “breaks” before realizing that I ’ve just

been using another screen for an hour or two. I’ll also spend almost double

t h e  a m o u n t  o f  t i m e  t h a t  I ’ d  r e g u l a r l y  s p e n d  o n  s c h o o l  a s s i g n m e n t s

because I feel unmotivated and mentally exhausted. Spending seven hours a

day on the computer for work or school and then taking a two hour “break”

to browse TikTok or watch Netflix may seem relaxing, but it’s still putting strain on your eyes. Further, it’s not

conducive to your time, health, or performance.

Instead, we should take breaks where we focus on ourselves and the things that make us happy. It doesn’t have

to be complicated or for long either. You could take a break by listening to music, going for a walk or drive,

working out, stretching, meditating, having a bath, making art, cooking or baking, or even chatting with a friend

or family member. Whatever it is that you do, it’s important that it allows you to step back from the stress and

strain of your life to do something you love. I’ve applied this to my study habits and have noticed when I take a

few short breaks to do something that I enjoy, I’m much more productive and motivated. So, I wanted to write

this piece and leave you with one of the best practices and pieces of advice that I have learned during COVID:

Take a break.

T A K E  A  B R E A K
by Tess Edmonds, Student Outreach Coordinator (events)
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UPCOMING EVENTS
All events will be held on zoom. Check
out our calendar for more details! 

P S Y C H
L O U N G E
Tue. Feb. 2

A. Smith
Thu. Feb. 11

G. Pennycook
Mon. Feb. 22

T. Summerfield
6 pm

R E S E A R C H
R E A D I N G

G R O U P
Wed. Feb. 10

Wed. Feb. 24

Wed. Mar. 10

6 pm



The contents offered in psych courses are relevant to

and include a variety of subjects ranging from scientific

and abstract problems to individual and social issues

with historical and current relevance. Needless to say,

such a broad perspective helped me to learn beyond my

limited life experience: to grow personally, to be more

inquisitive, to better understand human relations and

situations, to be more observant and accepting of

others and myself, and to recognize my interests and

skills. While completing my degree, I assumed that I was

going to further continue my studies. However, I also

wanted to consider other possibilities besides academic

and research work. In order to move forward despite

my doubts, I looked for academic advice and

participated in research projects as an RA. I enjoyed

interacting with faculty and advisors and learning from

them and their own experiences. I also worked casually

in different environments and did volunteer work. I got

my Master's in Philosophy and began my Ph.D. in adult

education while still working as an RA. I also continued

to do volunteer work in different organizations in our

community. Two years ago, I was offered the position of

executive director at a local charity and I accepted

while taking a break from my Ph.D. I love my work, and

feel that my education was fundamental in preparing me

for successfully carrying it out. I interact with people

from different backgrounds and try to understand them

and their unique situations, and offer alternatives to

help them face difficult circumstances. I think the

knowledge gained in a psych degree is an excellent tool

for a great variety of career options, especially in any

areas that require personal interaction, understanding

people’s needs, different ways of thinking, and how to

connect with others.

@ureginapsa

@ureginapsa

@ureginapsa

hello@ureginapsa.org

ureginapsa.org
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WHAT DO YOU DO
WITH A PSYCH
DEGREE?
by Romina Bedogni Drago, BA Hons Psychology

D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?
Dr. Phil has a Bachelor of Arts in
Psychology and an M.A. in
experimental psychology from
Midwestern State University, as
well as a Ph.D. in clinical
psychology from the University of
North Texas. 

https://www.instagram.com/ureginapsa/
https://twitter.com/UReginaPSA
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ureginapsa/
https://ureginapsa.org/

